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Random House USA Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Sacrifice, Karen
Traviss, Civil war rages as the Galactic Alliance-led by Cal Omas and the Jedi forces of Luke
Skywalker-battles a confederation of breakaway planets that rally to the side of rebellious Corellia.
Suspected of involvement in an assassination plot against Queen Mother Tenel Ka of the Hapes
Consortium, Han and Leia Solo are on the run, hunted by none other than their own son, Jacen,
whose increasingly authoritarian tactics as head of GA security have led Luke and Mara Skywalker
to fear that their nephew may be treading perilously close to the dark side. But as his family sees in
Jacen the chilling legacy of his Sith grandfather, Darth Vader, many of the frontline troops adore
him, and countless citizens see him as a savior. The galaxy has been torn apart by too many wars.
All Jacen wants is safety and stability for all-and he's prepared to do whatever it takes to achieve
that goal. To end the bloodshed and suffering, what sacrifice would be too great? That is the
question tormenting Jacen. Already he has sacrificed much, embracing the pitiless teachings of
Lumiya, the Dark Lady...
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ReviewsReviews

It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Walsh-- Destiny Walsh

An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you
know that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Paula Gutkowski-- Paula Gutkowski
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